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Student finds
new penalties harsher
• First of two parts
By SANDY STONE
He had been drinking before he got in his
truck.
j
U was the night of Sept. 12, and he was on
his way home to Squire Hill Apartments. He
noticed a police car in back of him. He wanted
to find out if it was following him, so he turned onto a back road.
"1 was so busy looking at the cop in the

rear-view mirror that I guess I wasn't even
paying attention to where I was going, and
when I turned I hit a car parked by the side of
the road. . . . The cop was right behind me."
Mark (his name has been changed to protect
his identity) was arrested and charged with
driving under the influence of alcohol. It was
the second DUI arrest for the JMU student. As
a result, he dropped out of school last week.
Mark also faces drunken driving laws that
became harsher July 1.
Under Virginia's new laws, second-time
DUI offenders must serve a minimum jail
sentence of 48 hours. The maximum sentence
is one year. Bishop Dansby, a local attorney,

said the typical sentence in Harrisonburg is 10
days.
Before July, the jail sentence usually was
suspended.
The typical Harrisonburg sentence also includes suspension of a driver's license for one
year and a $150 fine — if the second-time offender enrolls in the Alcohol Safety Action
Program, a nine-week educational program.
If the offender does not enroll in ASAP, the
typical sentence is three-year license suspension and a $350 fine.
The maximum fine is $1,000.
Mark said he has learned from his mistakes.
See DRUNKEN DRIVING, page 2

Lawyer Dansby: "People don't realize that they »n too drunk to drive because they may not feel like the eommode-huggln' drunk"
(Photo by Hank Ebert)

Lottery petition
likely to have
minimal effect
Rugby:
competition.

By TAMMY SCARTON
About 150 students have signed a petition opposing
the planned basketball ticket lottery, but it probably
will have little effect.
"There's going to be a lottery. No doubt about it.
We just have to work all the specifics out," Convocation Center Director Dick Besmet said, Wtdncsday.
"There's just no way that all the students can see all
the games.
"The lottery is the best and fairest way. Not

A weird world of
blood, partying and
Sports, page

13

everybody is going to like it. We can't be everything
to everybody."
The petition was delivered to the ticket office Tuesday by senior Brian Duncan, who wrote the petition.
Duncan said he had alternatives to the lottery.
But, "I've been trying to see him (Besnier) since
Thursday night%" Pujjearvtfaid. "He's arm 7fftvz.JS>
I've called and stopped by. If he's open to suggestions, why hasn't he talked to me?"
Besnier said, "I'm not avoiding him (Duncan). I
See LOTTERY, page 5

lighting up
The Sparkplugs areHarrisonburg'*
nightlife scene with their style of music.
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Drunken driving
(Continued from page 1)
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Vwouldn't drive drunk now. If I had been drinking,
and I had a car with me, I'd either get a ride home,
stay there, or if I had to, I'd walk home. You'd
have to physically force me behind the wheel
before I'd drive drunk."
But he said he's not "preaching against it
(drinking and driving). I've been doing it for so
long. . . . Now I look at it and say, 'It's not worth
it.' "
First-time offenders also face tougher consequences under the new laws. Previously, they
could have a DUI charge reduced to reckless driving if they participated in ASAP. Now, Oansby
said, the DUI conviction cannot be removed from
an offender's record.
And, "You can go to jail the first time around.
You have to go to jail the second time around," he
said.
A typical Harrisonburg sentence for a first-time
offender also includes a $250 fine and a license
suspension of six months. But if the offender
enrolls in ASAP, the fine usually is reduced to
about $150 and there is no license suspension,
Dansby said.
The ASAP program costs $250.
Mark enrolled in ASAP after pleading guilty to
his first drunken driving charge. "It's like paying
. . . more to keep your license."
Mark had only been to one or two ASAP classes
when he was arrested the second time. "If I had
taken ASAP, I would have been more aware of the
situation I was in. I would have realized that I was
in no position to be driving under the influence."
Mark's first DUI arrest was in July. He was on
his way home from The Other Place, a local bar,
and a policeman stopped him for going through a
red light.
"He smelled beer on my breath," Mark said.
He made me get out of the car and walk a straight
line and say the alphabet. I did all of that with no
problem.
"Then I took a field test, where you inflate a
bag. It registered alcohol on my breath. I was cuffed and told I was under arrest."
Later, he was given a breath test which
registered .15 percent alcohol content in his blood.

In Virginia, a person with .10 percent alcohol m
his blood is legally drunk.
Dansby said, "The law has determined that .10
percent alcohol content significantly impairs your
ability to drive, but people don't realize that they
are too drunk to drive because they may not feel
like the commode-huggin' drunk."
Blood alcohol content of .05 to .10 percent is
"arguable," Dansby said. "But with .10 percent
or more, the judge will presume you were drunk
without any other evidence. It's almost impossible
not to be convicted."
The second time Mark was arrested he was
charged with DUI, refusal to take a blood or
breath test and hit and run. Mark explained the
charges.
After he hit the parked car, he drove his truck
down the street and to the side of the road. Police
officers said he had intended to drive away from
the accident, so he was charged with hit arid run.
But Mark said, "The whole front of my truck
was bashed in and I could hear the radiator grinding up against the fan. I wasn't going anywhere."
The officers offered Mark a preliminary breath
test, but he refused. Later, at the police station, he
was offered a breath or blood test, but he refused
them also.
Virginia law allows a person the right to refuse
blood and breath tests. But this refusal might constitute grounds for the revocation of a driver's
lfcense.
Murk said he refused to take the tests because "I
was pretty scared, and I didn't know what to do. I
didn't realize I could get charged and convicted if I
refused, but you can — and I probably will be.
"They can convict you without those tests. They
assume you're refusing because you're drunk."
When asked if he was drunk at the time of his'
second arrest, Mark said, "What's drunk? I had
had a few beers — four or five over a period of
about two-and-a-half hours."
The court process for Mark's second set of
charges begins this month. He said that ASAP,
lawyer and court fees will cost him at least $1,000.
Mark said his lawyer would give him a reduced
rate if he paid it himself, rather than his parents
paying.
#
,
"It's a financial burden my parents could handle, but I want to straighten up my act a little bit.
I'd like to come back next year, and I like to think

that I will, but who knows what's going to happen
in a year?"
Mark plans to find a job to pay off the costs.
"I no longer attend this school. I'm going to go
home. I've been getting in a lot of trouble here
lately, and a lot of fines and damage fees are running up."
Mark's parents have handled the incidents well,
he said. "They were upset the first time, but they
tried to respect me as being somewhat of an adult,
and (they) thought I'd learn from my mistakes.
"The second time they were pretty pissed off, as
you can imagine. I know the consequences of what
I've done, so there's not a lot they can say. They're
upset, but they appreciate the fact that I'm trying
to straighten it all out. . . .
"I don't have a problem of constant use. My
only problem was that I'd get behind the wheel
while I was doing it."
Mark said he does not know how effective
Virginia's new laws will be. "Drunk driving is going to go on happening with other people. With
the college atmosphere of parties, drunk driving is
almost inevitable."
Lawyer Dansby said the "get tough" laws will
decrease the number of drunken drivers primarily
because the conviction will stay on the driver's
record, and there is a mandatory jail sentence for
second-time offenders.
"It's like losing one eye — you only got one left.
You don't want to use the first one up, because the
next time you'll go to jail."
Alan MacNutt, director of campus police, said
there has been a 77 percent reduction in the
number of drunken drivers arrests this September
compared with the same month last year. "I'd like
to say it's due to the publicity of the new laws, but
I don't know if that's the reason.
Mark said he sees no solution to drunken driving. "They don't want you to drive drunk, and
they don't want you walking home drunk. (Public
drunkenness is illegal in Virginia.) So what are you
supposed to do — hide out all night, or just sit
home and watch TV?"
Then, with a laugh at the predicament and his
frustration, he said: "The only answer is prohibition."
Next issue: Inside ASAP

University-community relations committee convenes
Bv STEVE rHirnra
By
CHURCH
A Harrisonburg-JMU relations
committee met Sept. 27 for the first
time in almost four years — but it
did not make any official action or
proposals.
' The Harrisonburg City Council
recommended in August that the
committee" be restructured after the
council received complaints from city Residents about Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity's move into an East
Market Street house.
At the Sept. 14 city council

<
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_.
meeting,
permit..-,for JM's
Pub and Deli was tabled until the
relations committee had met.
"Neither matter (TKE or JM's)
have officially been given to us (the
committee) at this time," said John
Byrd Jr., city building and zoning
official and chairman of the committee.
Harrisonburg Mayor Roy
Erickson said the conlmittee will
primarily review complaints and suggestions received through its post office box and the city manager's of-

fice. The committee's mailing address is: Community Relations Committee, P.O. Box 1013, Harrisonburg, VA 22801.
"The meeting today is to primarily reorganize and . hopefully have
each member — especially the new
members — understand their
responsibilties," Erickson said at the
meeting. ,
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Virginia proposes new racial balance plan
By STEVE CHURCH
. Virginia is trying again to desegregate its colleges
and universities.
Proposed amendments to a 1978 desegregation
plan would increase black enrollment in
predominately white state-suppor.ed colleges —
including JMU — and white enrollment in
predominately black schools. The five-year plan
was scheduled for revision this year, and some
educators have said changes are necessary.
George Stoddart, press secretary for Gov.
Charles Robb, listed the major amendments and
additions proposed:
• $1,000-a-year grants to blacks transferring
from community colleges to the predominately
white state-supported colleges for their junior and
senior years.
These schools include Christopher Newport College, Clinch Valley College, George Mason University, James Madison University, Longwood College, Mary Washington College, Old Dominion
University, Radford University, University of
Virginia, Virginia Commonwealth University,
Virginia Military Institute, Virginia Tech and the
College of William and Mary.
• $ 1,000-a-year grants for whites transferring to
the state's predominately black schools. Those are
Norfolk State University and Virginia State
University.
• $1,000 to a predominately white school for
each black it enrolls over its goal. This also would
apply to a predominately black school exceeding
its goal of white enrollment.
• $100,000-a-year salary supplement program to

encourage black faculty to move to the
predominately white schools and white faculty to
the predominately black schools.
• $500,000-a-year for recruiting nationally
distinguished black professors to teach for one or
two years at the predominately white schools and ,
white professors at the predominately black
schools.
• $250,000-a-year for informational booklets to
make parents aware of higher education opportunities for their children.
• $6.2 million for construction at Virginia State
and Norfolk State.
• $250,000 to raise administrators' salaries at
Virginia State and Norfolk State.
• $80,0O0-a-year for a consulting team to help
implement the plan.

'There are not
that many blacks
in this community9
The proposed amendments were submitted Sept.
10 for review by the U.S. Office for Civil Rights.
They were submitted by Virginia's Department of
Education.
"From what I can see, the amendments (would)
have a minimal effect on JMU," said Dr. John
Mundy, affirmative action officer at JMU. Mundy
works as a consultant after retiring last year as

Keep your eye on the ball

director of administrative affairs.
"There was disenchantment with the 1978 plan
because it did not accomplish the goals it set,"
Mundy said.
"That plan gave JMU a goal of 141 new black
students for this year and that was not met. We got
about 89 percent of that objective."
Part of this discrepancy was due to a lack of
black high school students who were prepared for
college, Mundy said.
"The new plan recognizes that and has steps to
overcome the problem," Mundy said.
Francis Turner, director of admissions at JMU,
said the 1978 plan offered a $1,000 one-time-only
grant to black students attending a "traditionally
white school," but it was not effective in increasing black enrollment.
"There was no guarantee of any financial aid
after that first year," Turner said.
If the proposed amendment extending that grant
to two years is implemented, it could help enrollment by getting some students through college, he
said.
Forrest Parker, admissions counselor and
minority recruiter, said financial aid is a problem
for black students who want to attend college.
"It would help a great deal if that grant would
be extended," he said.
Parker also said that the $1,000 for each student
enrolled over a college's goal might or might not be
good.
"It could be harmful if schools look at students
like they're numbers, but it would be helpful if
schools put that money back into programs for
minorities."
Parker and Mundy both said increasing black
faculty would help increase black enrollment.
Parker said, "In this area it's hard to attract
them (blacks). There are not that many blacks in
this community.
"When a black student comes to a predominately white school they bring their social background.
That adds a positive diversity to the school."

JMU recruiting and
enrolling more blacks

Bounce the Clown, founder of the Loco-Motion Vaudeville group, uses his heed in his act
outside the Warren Campus Center Tuesday. See story page 9. (Photo by Chris Spivey)

By STEVE CHURCH
Black enrollment here is on the upswing.
In fall 1981, JMU's enrollment was 8,970, with
255 black students. By fall 1982, JMU's population had increased to 9,048, according to
preliminary figures from Dr. William Jackameit,
director of institutional research and budget. Black
enrollment increased to 312.
"Last year was our best recruiting year ever,"
said Forrest Parker, admissions counselor and
minority recruiter. "We (have) 120 new black
freshmen. ...
"Some of the contributing factors to last .year's
success were the Black Student Alliance, the Office
of Minority Affairs and the admissions office.."
Ronald Burke, president of the Black Student
Alliance, said, "Last year, we worked very hard
with Forrest to increase black enrollment.
"Each year we have a freshmen weekend when
we invite high school seniors and introduce them to
JMU."
Parker said that last year, that program attracted 105 recruits. The year before, only 28 had
attended.
"Students are the key to increasing black enrollment Tjje stv^Pts spread the wonl about
Madison and show the recruits around when they
come to the campus," Parker said.
The BSA and admissions office has put together
a brochure called The Black Experience which
describes the various clubs, activities and educational oppurtunities available to black students at
JMU.
"I have a committee working with me in many
recruiting programs. We can meet the same goals
we had last year or more," Parker said.
■
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Other Place
proudly presents

THURS. & FRI. - "CROSSTOWN TRAFFIC"
SAT. - "WHIRLWIND"
Before 9:00--Flrst 50 student I.D.'s
presented at door get in free.
DAILY HAPPY HOUR 37
Try Our Subs & Sandwiches
434-9233

29 South Liberty St.

/
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Each of these advertisedd items Is required to be readily available lor
sale at or below the adv ertised price in each AtP Store except •■
specifically noted in thi sad
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GREEN 'P' SPECIALS

Sunday, Sept. 26 thru Saturday Oct. 2
PLUS THIS WEEK AAP GIVES YOU...

One Block From Court Square

SKYR
Turtlenecks
$"| 3.9Q
in 20 colors
S-M-L-XL

On all manufacturer's cents-off coupons valued up to $1.00
(except items excluded by law) See Stores for details

Use our convenient layaway

Mon.-Fri.9:30-9:00

Sat.9:30-6:00

NEXT TO A&P

SHANK BEVERAGE
COMPANY
is pleased to announce
the appointment of
the Miller Representatives for.

James Madison University
David Wirt
Danny Oddenino
campus 7444
433-3418
IN V, POUND STICKS

^* Mrs. Filbert's
^ ^ Margarine
1 Pound Package

r^-is

Call your Miller Campus representative to find
out what Important services, equiptment, ideas
and fine products we have to help make your
party or event a very successful one.
For more information phone 434-7829
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Lottery
(Continued from page 1)

just keep missing
him. I'm involved in many other
things." Besnier made his responses
to Duncan's comments in an interview Wednesday.
Duncan said he prefers the system
used in the past, in which students
stood in line to pick up tickets.
"Now anyone can get a ticket with a
minimum effort. The real fans were
willing to make that maximum effort
and stand in line."
Besnier said, "We already decided
that that won't work. Something different had to be done."
Duncan said that if the administration opposed students miss-

ing classes to get tickets, a Saturday
pickup could be started.
Besnier said this would not be fair
because many students are not on
campus Saturdays.
Duncan also proposed an athletic
club for students. Each student
would pay about $25 a year and
would be able to.buy season tickets
for the games at a reduced rate.
Besnier said, "I'm opposed to that
because it would cost the students
money."
A likely lottery procedure would
have students desiring tickets to submit self-addressed envelopes. The
envelopes would be mixed, then ran-

domly chosen and stuffed with a
ticket. Only one envelope would be
allowed per student.
Ticket lotteries will be used for the
games with University of .Virginia
Dec. I; Virginia Commonwealth
University, Dec. 11; Old Dominion
University, Jan. 15; and the College
of William and Mary, Feb. 19. A lottery might be used for the March 5
game with the University of Richmond.
Duncan said he is opposed to the
lottery for four reasons.
The first reason is that pressure
will be put on the envelope stuffers.
"We want to know more

GRAND OPENING SALE
t

Now Thru Saturday

Sale Hours 10-9

TDK TAPE SPECIALS
SA-C60
SA-C90
MA-C90 (metal)
/

SANYO

$1.99
$2.99
$3.99 .

YOUR CHOICE
$99.95

RDS21
Stereo Cassette Deck With AMSS
And Metal Tape Capability

SANYO
DCR150

Solid Stale AM/FM Stereo Receiver

v'.fycy
List Price*

$139.95
$179.95

List Price'

I Automatic Music Select System (AMSS)
I Soft Touch Transport Controls
I Dolby Noise Reduction
I S/N Dolby On: 62dB
l Frequency Response. 30-16kHz with
Metal Tape
10.05% WRMS Wow &'Flutter

22 Watts per Channel RMS, Power
Bandwidth 20-20kHz with 0.09% THD,
8 Ohm Load
Usable FM Sensitivity 2.0 /iV, (11.2 dBf)
LED Signal Strength Meter

specifically who will be stuffing the
envelopes. Students shouldn't draw
them. The administration should.
Besnier should," he said.
Duncan said students drawing the
envelopes could be pressured by
friends to bring get a ticket.
Besnier said, "What kind of
pressure could there be to pick an
envelope and put a ticket in it? The
drawing will be strictly supervised.
I'll be there watching."
It has not been determined who
will draw the envelopes. Besnier
previously said Student Government
Association members might draw
the envelopes.
The second reason Duncan is opposed to the lottery is that students
winning the tickets might sell them.
Besnier said, "The student who
gets the ticket has the right to do
whatever he wants to with it. That
(ticket selling) may happen. We
can't control it. It's his personal property. People may buy season tickets
here and go out and sell them for a
highe/ price, I don't know."
Duncan also is opposed to the lottery because of the possibility of
tickets being stolen from mailboxes.
Besnier said, "I hate to think of
the students here as thieves. We're
working on two plans to counterattack that possibility."
He would not elaborate on the
plans.
Duncan's fourth complaint about
the lottery is that students who have
never tried to attend basketball
games might submit an envelope for
the popular games.
"Everyone is talking about the
UVa. game. They all say, 'I want to
go to that game.' " Duncan said.
. "We want real fan support, not
superficial fans. There's a possibility
that the student who has been there
for all the other games won't get to
go-the big ones."
Besnier said, "Student A has just
as much right as Student B to attend
the games. Who's.to say that I'm a:
dyed-in-the-wool fan and you're
not?"
.
About 3,100 seats will be available
to students in the . Convocation
Center. Godwin Hall seats 2,200
students.
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10% Off All Albums & Tapes
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SOUND CITY

Mon.-Thurs. & Sat.
Friday 10-9

10-7

433-3533
Limited Quantities

103 S. Main St.
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Original Progressive
Rock & Jazz
LADIES
HAPPY
HOUR 8-11 P.M.
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madison
square
The only townhoute
designed exclusively for, and <
marketed directly to the parents
of, JMU students.

Uniquely located on Main Street only 250' from
the key Port Road intersection, Madison
Square is minutes on foot from classes,
banking, the 7-11, and many other facilities. A
glance at the area map below tells the story.

YOUR SHELTER CAN BE
YOUR PARENT'S TAX SHELTER
FOR YOU

v

- Designed For The Student Lifestyle
- Walk To Class
- Completely Furnished
- Clothes Washer & Dryer,
Dishwasher
- Central Air Conditioning,
Cable TV
- 3 Bedrooms, 21/2 Baths
- Wall-To-Wall Carpet
•Convenient Parking

CODE TO LOCATIONS
ON MAP ABOVE:
A * Classes
B = Many dorms'

FOR YOUR
PARENTS
- Substantial Tax Shelter
Benefits
- Safe, Secure Investment
Opportunity
- Appreciation and,Capital
Gains Opportunity
- Solid Energy Efficient
Construction
- Satisfaction of Providing
You With The Finest Accommodations
- Safe, Secure Living For
You
- Savings On Your Education

= Madison Square

*

Please share the information with my parents about how they
can own a Madison Square Townhouse with as little as 10%
down.

Name: .
POST OFFICE BOX 1
BASYE. VIRGINIA 22810

*

¥

Address:
From Harrisonburg: 896-1500

♦ • *

or call collect: 703-856-2181
Home Phone:
tCMCMMBMMMN*

.
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AXP
RECORD CONVENTION
Saturday, October 2
11:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
South Ballroom of
Warren University /
Union
■ Admission $1.00

Thousands of Records and More
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Sex suspect to get tests
By TAMMY SCARTON
A Mount Crawford man accused
of sexually assaulting a JMU student
has requested a mental evaluation to
determine it he is competent to stand
trial.
Terrell Wayne Nelson, 19, of
Route 1, Mount Crawford, asked
the Rockingham County General
District Court Friday to order a
preliminary mental evaluation by
local doctors. The judge granted
this, and also granted a request to
have Nelson's mental condition at
the time of the incident evaluated.
."That's normal procedures.
There's nothing unusual about
that," Rockingham County Sheriff

LIVE MUSIC

Glenn Weatherholtz said.
The Rockingham County Commonwealth Attorney's office did not
contest
Nelson's request,
Weatherholtz said.
"That's not unusual either," he
said.
Nelson was charged with breaking
and entering, petty, larceny and sexual assault in an incident which occurred in the student's Howard
Johnson's motel room early Sept.
12. The woman was not injured.
Police have released no details of
the incident.
Nelson also was arrested Sept. 9 in
connection with an indecent exposure in the Valley Mall parking
lot. He was out of jail on bond when
the Sept. 12 incident occurred.
If doctors find Nelson unfit to
continue court procedings or that he
was of unsound mind is when the incidents occurred, he will be sent to
Central State Hospital in Petersburg
for further evaluations and observations, Weatherholtz said.
Nelson is being held without bond
at Rockingham County Jail.

policefile
Friday Afternoon and Fri. and Sat. Evening

THE SPARKPLUGS"
Rock & Roll
Return this year at:
i 'l

1
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Tilt IU«W HIM
»%WNI%WN NAMI%%NftUM

• Ladies Nile every Wednesday
• Oldies Nite every Friday
• Happy Hour 7 days a week 4pm-7pm

Drunken driving and public
drunkenness charged
A JMU student was arrested and
charged with drunken driving about
1:25 a.m. Saturday, campus-police
said.
A police Officer stopped the individual because he was "driving erratically," Officer Robert Baker
said.
The officer also noticed signs in
the back of the car and became
suspicious. After stopping the car,
the officer found that the signs had
been taken from Skyline Drive.
The driver was arrested and charged with driving under the influence.
"The three passengers were too
drunk to be in possession of the car,
so the only alternative was to arrest
them .for drunk in public," Baker said.
Thefts from lockers

Four thefts from lockers occurred
in Godwin Hall last week.
"It's an ongoing problem from
previous years," Baker said.
"Students will put valuable things,
like tennis rackets, in the lockers and
leave them there overnight. The next
day they find that the lockers have
been broken into."
Baker said the locks on the lockers
are easy to break. Signs posted warn
against putting valuables in lockers.
The lockers are mainly for gym
clothes, he said.
Noise violation charged
Two Tau Kappa Epsilon members
were charged with a noise violation
last Sunday at 12:55 a.m., city police
said.
Captain M.L. Stroble said 40 to 60
people at the house on 477 E.
Market St. when somebody called in
a complaint.
The fraternity members are
scheduled to go to court Friday, he
said.
— By Sandy Stone

*■•
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cy4rts C8l> People
By BARBARA TOTO
"They are without a doubt th
best band we've had play here, an
we've gone through some twenty
bands."
Ron Fries, owner of The Elbow
Room, continued. "They attract the
kind of crowd we like. People comej
here to dance and have a good time,
and the band creates that atmosphere."
The band Fries speaks so highly of]
is
the
Sparkplugs.
The only word to describe the atmosphere the Sparkplugs bring is
magical. They transform a normal
drinking crowd into wild dancers.
"This past Saturday night was incredible," Chris Salamone said.
"The entire 'Bow Room staff, including Ron (the owner), was dancing on the bar."
Salamone is the Sparkplugs'
drummer and a backup vocalist. He
is joined by Scott Lewis (lead singer,
keyboards), Dave Bell (harmonica,
keyboards, backup vocals), Scott
Causey (bass guitar), Kevin "Doc
Frito" Gallagher (lead guitar), and
Chuck Cohen (saxophone, backup
vocals). Occasionally, Andy Perrine
spices up the band's sound with added percussion.
The Sparkplugs play a combination of old rock V roll and rhythm
and blues. The songs they play range
from Chuck Berry and the Beatles to
the Rolling Stones and the Romantics. They choose music that people
can dance to.
"That's Our main concern,"
Salamone said. "We really just want
the audience to have a good time."
The Sparkplugs started its musica
engine 1 Vi years ago. Lewis.
Gallagher, Salamone, and Bell
played In a band in high school and
met Causey and Cohen here. They
have played at JM's, fraternity parties on campus, weddings, and high
school dances in the D.C. area.
Recently, they've parked -at the
Elbow Room.
"We have a very good relationship with the management there,"
Lewis said.
"I heard they were good musicians and, indeed, they have proven
to be everything that I heard," Fries
said. "You'll never find me in the
bar when we have heavy metal bands
playing here. The only time I come
into the place is when the Sparkplugs
are playing."
. "The underlying philosophy of
the band," Lewis said, "is ... we
want this to be a lot of fun and yet
professional enough so that the audience has a good time. . .
"There are times when people just
don't get up to dance, so we all
decide to get the energy going. We
start getting crazy and then all of a
sudden everyone's having a fun
time." .
Causey added, "By us going
crazy, we usually put the audience in
a more relaxed situation. Then it's
like they say, 'If the band can go
crazy, then we can get up and
dance.' "

The Sparkplugs: Scott Lewis (seated), (left to right) Kevin Gallagher, Scott Causey, Dave Bell and Chris
Salamone. (Photo by Yo Nagaya) .

The Sparkplugs
JMU band chosen as Elbow Room s best
Students' response to the
Sparkplugs has been favorable.
"They are one of the most professional bands I've ever seen," junior
Sherry Sawyer at Saturday's performance.
Sophomore Tracy Hanlon added,
"They've got a lot of potential.
Once they get on to original
(material), they should make it big."
And sophomore Mary Kelliher

said, "The band members make a
point of being friendly and always
stop to say hi to make sure you're
having a-good time. They make you
want to come back and party with
them."
Talking about the group's campus
support, Bell said, "There is a group
of girls that come to see us play that
call themselves the Sparkettes. The
moral support we've gotten from

_

our friends has really been great."
Richard Barnet, head of the music
management department, said after
seeing the group for the first time
Saturday, "They are a monster and
they're going places."
Barnet runs a talent agency and is
planning to book the Sparkplugs in
the area. The group is scheduled to
See SPARKPLUGS, page 10
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Loco-Motion Vaudeville entertains a full hill
By DIANE FIRESHEETS
"This isn't James Madison University. This is
Jim Morrison University!"
With that statement the JMU audience began
to feel more in tune with the fun, crazy people who
call themselves Loco-Motion Vaudeville.
Loco-Motion performed in front of a packed
hill on the Warren Campus Center patio Tuesday
at noon. Although Loco-Motion has performed at
JMU before, a show of hands suggested that most
of the audience was in for a real awakening.
Combining the skills of theater, slapstick comedy, acrobatics, mime, dance, juggling and lots of
personality, Bounce the Clown, Cyrus P. Roski
III, Karen Grant and Robert Donahoe presented a
unique, dynamic performance.
Bounce, the group's founder, may be bald and
short, but he could surely juggle. He could also
balance a soccer ball on anything, including balancing three balls simultaneously, one on each of his
index fingers and the third on a long-handled
spoon in his mouth.
"Swallow it," an audience member yelled.
Bounce responded by offering the balls and spoon
to the heckler to try. Offer unaccepted.
Roski, a trained dancer artd acrobat, has been
with Bounce since the troupe was formed in 1974.
Although extremely talented, Roski's macho image alomost seemed to turn away spectators at first
glance. Those willing to give him a chance though
were entertained by his accordian playing, displays
of strength,.juggling and an escape from a straitjacket While perched on a 7 Vi-foot-tall unicycle.
Grant, alias Mademoiselle Oooooh La La, alias
Angela Hoagmier, The Space Wench, and many
more, was definitely the delight of the audience.
Her small frame and big smile captured the most
attention from the male portion of the audience.
Her washboard instrument captured the rest. This

instrument combined a washboard with bells, a
drum, two cymbals and, of course, an.American
flag.
Grant also had special talents in .different accents, acrobatics and juggling. As the music
became risque, so did she, as she stripped down to
a skimpy leotard and fishnet stockings. What really added color to the outfit was her purple tennis
shoes.
Roski asked,"Now that you've taken off half of
your clothes, what are you going to do?" The
males in the audience promptly responded, "Take
off the other half!"
The last member of the troupe. Some Young
Guy, or Donahoe, is also the newest member. His
main attractions were in acrobatics, and, as private
eye Rock Bottom, a "Superman" trick of leaping
over five audience members down on their knees.
It seems he is being worked into the act slowly in
order to gain the expertise the other three now
possess.
The entire act was interspersed with slapstick
comedy and their own musical accompaniment,
except for the use of a few records. They also used
quite a few audience participants, as well as integrating themselves into the audience.
The finale combined dance and partner lifts,
with one, two and three-person juggling. The
finale was executed superbly with no drops, or errors at all.
Loco-Motion has been in existence for eight
years, touring colleges, public and private schools,
shopping malls and many other areas all over the
United States. They have also toured in Europe
and Saudi Arabia. They have also been instructors
for the Ringling Brothers Barnum and Bailey Circus Clown College.
Loco-Motion was brought to JMU by the
University Program Board.

Karen Grant, alias Mademoiselle Oooooh La
La, prepares to juggle as part of Loco-Motion
Vaudeville. The entertainment troupe of four
performed on the Warren Campus Center
patio Tuesday. (Photo by Chris Spivey)

STUDENT I.D. SAVINGS! Now through October 31,
present a valid Student I.D. and get $1.00 off any album or
cassette in stock regularly priced $7.99 or more. No limit!

Valley Mall 434-6862
Offer good through October 15, 1982

We Bring Entertainment to Ufe!
mw .,

"
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Sparkplugs
(Continued from page 8)

record a demonstration tape for
Barnet Sunday.
On and off stage, the band is a
close group. Several of the members
live together on campus. And Fries
said, "I've seen many bands who
have played here fight and argue
before a performance and will go up
on stage, play music and hot care
whether or not the audience has a
good time. You'll never see that with
the Sparkplugs.
"They come in here, put on a
musical performance and get the
crowd going."
"We really enjoy. each other's
company and make sure we have a
lot of fun together," Cohen said.
Gallagher added, "If it ever gets
to the point when it's no longer fun

— and we plan not to let that happen
— that's when we'll stop performing."
The band's original name, Johnny
Carburetor and the Sparkplugs, was
conceived by Gallagher right before
a fraternity performance. For lack
of any other name, the band jokingly adopted it. They later decided to
remove Scott Lewis from the
limelight as Johnny Carburetor.
"We realized that we don't like
bands that have one main person
and the rest are like peons," Lewis
said. "The band is one person, one
unit, one personality so we are from
now on the Sparkplugs."
The atmosphere is magical, the
music is good-time rock 'n' roll, and
the idea is to have a lot of fun — the
band is the Sparkplugs.

James Mapes holds an audience member under his spell during his
sixth visit to Wilson Hall Wednesday night. (Photo by
Chris
Spivey)

LOSE 5 TO 15 INCHES IN
ONE HOUR
OR PAY NOTHING!

TIM Sparkplugs can be heard at The
Elbow Room Friday and Saturday night,
starting at 9 p.m.

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
SCHOOL OF LAW

Introducing

Two For The Price Of One
With JMU I.D.
Evening Appointments Available

Representative

• Lose Unsightly Cellulite
No Exercise of Perspiration

October 7, 1982

433-1919
Mon-Fri: 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sat:'10 a.m.-3 p.m.
789 E. Market St.
Rolling Hills Shopping Center
. Harrlsonburg •

- No Pills or Shots
■ Not A Water Loss
■ Not A Plastic Wr«p

Career Planning & Placement

Shin Feels Tighter, Cleaner and Silky
Soft
■ 100% SAFE & EFFECTIVE

OUR IRON CLAD GUARANTEE:
If after your treatment you have not
lost at least 5 inches with a full body
. wrap, you owe us nothing!
.

SPECIAL
LONG-STEM

RED
WITH

*<?# doxen

ROSES
THIS AD

H$t-5I3G
206S SMAIH ST.

'•"■#"

to make it

JkAoxen
eqd)

DAILY 9-5:30
gUN.IZ-S

JIFFY 66 & MARKET
The Phillips 66 Across From Howard Johnson's

Another Great Win Over E.T.S.U.
Busch Vi keg
Miller«/« keg
StrohsVikeg
Mill Va keg.
Busch 6 pk. cans
Old Mill 12 pk.
Molsons 6 pk.
HeinekeoA6ok »
*>
*
Clgs • carton
Ice With Kegs 10 III,

$27.95
$19.95
$27.95
$25.95
$1.89
$3.99
$3.09

7

$5.25
$.89

Milk-Bread-Chips
Party Supplies
JMU Checks Accepted

It takes
a good head

433-8559

j
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Haircuts-Perm sHighlighting
Beard & Moustache

announcements

Trim

COED FIELD HOCKEY CLUB
Th« Coed Field Hocksy Club meet* Mondays,
Tuesdays and Thursdays (torn 5:15 lo 6:15 p.m. on ths
hillside (laid For mors information call Lisa at 5555.

We Carry
Redken Products

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
Th« Christian Science Organization will hava ita
meeting Oct. 3 at 7 p.m. in tha Religious Center

ESCORT SERVICE
The fraternities of Alpha Chi Rho and That* Chi, In
cooperation with tha Student Government Associa
lion, are now offering a free escort service The opera
tlonal houra are as follows: AXP, Monday through
Thursday from 9 until midnight, phone 5697; Theta Chi,
Friday through Saturday from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m. and
Sunday from 9 until midnight, phone 5796.

337 E. Market
433-8891

AMERICAN LUNG ASSOCIATION

Appt. Not Always Necessary

The American Lung Association of Virginia will
sponsor a program on asthma, Sept 30 at 7:30 p.m, at
the Reformation Lutheran Church In New Market. For
more Information call 635-5400 or 246-3300

BSU
The Baptist Student Union weekly fellowships are
held Thursday nights from 5:30 to 7 p.m. Thla week the
speakers will be Jamey Ferguson who was a missionary in Israel over the summer. For more information cell 434-6622.
Spanish speaking students are needed tp help with
services and Bible studies on Tuesdays from 6 to 9:30
p.m. For more Information call 4344822.
There will be a sisters breakfast on Oct. 1 at 7 am
and a puppet workshop from 6 to 9 p.m.
The Kings Dominion trip will be Oct. 2. Call 434-6622
for information.
There will be a volleyball game against Wesley Foundation Oct 3 Meet at BSU at 1:45 p.m.

RECRETION DEPARTMENT
The Recreation Department is currently having signups for the following events: cross-country, sign-up
deadline la Oct. 10; horseshoes, sign-up deadline la
Oct. 6 and table tennis, signup deadline la Oct. 20.
Sign up at the bulletin board in front of Godwin 102.
There will be a meeting for intramural soccer captains Oct. 13 at 6 p.m In Godwin 344.
There will be a Jogging Inatructriorial Clinic Oct. 9 at
9 a.m on the turf.
There la a horseback trail ride planned for Oct. W).
Come to Godwin 102 between 11 a.m. and 4 p.m., Monday through Friday to sign up.

WRITING LAB

Now you can own the new BOSE 201 at a

SALE
PRICE!

SPEECH AND HEARING
The School of Education Teacher Certification
speech and hearing screenings will be conducted by
the Speech and Hearing Center on Mondays from 10 to
11 a.m. and 2 to 3 p.m. beginning Sept. 20 In the Education Building, room G 12.

WHO'S WHO

Ace wants you to enjoy the nifty new BOSE 201 speaker so much that we've put
it on sale - but only thru Saturday! Come in now and let Ace show you how
good your favorite music can sound! Take Shank I bus to Ace's door!
Now anyone can afford the legendary
Sound of Bose! The new 201 System
uses the advanced technology of
Direct/Reflecting* speakers to give
your music 3-dimensional clarity and
spaciousness that can only be compared to a live performance.

Tha university Writing Lab offers individualized help
to students working on paper* or reports, studying for
essay exams, writing letters or applications, reviewing
grammar, or preparing to take the ORE. LSAT. or
GMAT. For further Information call Mr*. Hoaklna at
6401 or stop by Sheldon 209, Monday through Friday
from 8:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m

Students intsrestsd In applying for Who's Who In
American CoHiaas and UnrversMee should pick up application forms in Alumnae Hall, room 106. Applicants
must be graduating In December, 1982; May, 1963; or
August. 1963 and hava already earned at least ninety
credit hours with at least a 3.00 cumulative grade point
average. Applications must be returned by 5 p.m. Oct.

1.
ABSENTEE BALLOTS

Reg.
Now
In A System

$269

a pair

$229

a pair

$209

» Pair

-Base

Applications for absents* ballots are available In the
SGA office In the WCC and must be mailed by Oct. Jfi
For more-Information call 6376 or drop by the SGA office. "

MEN'S SWIMMING
If anyone' Is interested In being .manager for the
man's swimming team contact Coach Arnold at 6626
or In Godwin 124E.

TUTORS NEEDED
Tutors are needed for almost all subject areas,
especially math and sciance. Contact tha Counseling
and 'Student Development Center, second floor of
Alumnae Hall, for an application.

Better sound through research.

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
Masses on campus are nek) Saturdays at 5 p.m. In
the Religious Center and Sundays at 10:30 a.m. and
noon in the WCC Ballroom.

. ■
.

A Direct Energy Control lets
you adjust the stereo image of each
201 speaker to fit almost any type of
room or music. No ordinary bookshelf speaker gives you this kind of
control over the sound of your favorite
music. And Bose's exclusive Dual
Frequency" crossover network combines outstanding tonal accuracy
with lifelike openness and definition.

Come in soon for a live demonstration of the Bose 201 System. Once
you experience the astonishing spatial realism of a Bose Direct/Reflecting* speaker, you'Hnever be satisfied
with anything less!

Credit Terms - Low Prices - Free Parking

PLACEMENT CENTER

Registration closing date for the Fortegn Service Exam is October 22. Registration and application forma
may be picked up In the CP&P office.
National Security Agency - Professional Qualifies
tion Test. All majors may apply. Please note: Slavic,
Asian, Near Eastern Language majors, Math, Computer Science and Electrical Engineering majors do
not need to take the exam. They may Interview on campus spring semester, or contact the' agency directly.
Deadline for test application forms Is Oct. 23. Pick up
forms In the CP&P office.
The Office of Personnel Management has discontinued the PACE Exam and has established new hiring
procedures for Professional and Administrative (PAC)
jobs. Under the new procedures, hiring will Initiate
from within. When, outside hiring Is needed, candidates will be selected from those who have applied
directly to. the agency. There la no longer a nationwide
listing. A list of PAC positions covered under the new
procedures is posted in the CP4P office.
' Metropolitan Insurance Companies are seeking advanced degree and college graduates for Its Management Intern Program. For Information on where to •
phone or send resume, come to the CP&P officeCP&P workshops: Writing Applications for Teaching
Positions, will be Oct. 5 from 4 to 5 p.m.. Wsiumi
Writing will be Oct. 6 form 10 to 11 a.m., and Interview
Preperatlonwlll be Oct. 7 from 1:45 to 2:45 p.m.

JOGGERS

26 Pleasant
Hill Road
434-4722

MUSIC'N
ELECTRONICS

The Festival of Leaves Sixth Annual 10k Race will be
held Oct. 9 at 10:45 a.m. at the Warren County Junior
High School in Front Royal, Virginia. For registration
information send a stamped, self-addressed envelope
to Connie Michael, Rt. 2 Box 35. Strasburg, Va. 22657

JMU THEATRE
James Madison University Theatre presents Uncommon Women and Others.a comedy for mature audiences only. Ocf. 1, 2 snd 3 at 6 p.m. In Wampler Experimental Theatre. Admission is J1.50.

AUDITIONS
Auditions for William and Inge's Ptcmc will be held
Oct. 5 from 3 to 6 p.m. and Oct 6 from 5 to 7 p.m. In
Anothony Seeger room 12. Call 6342 to set up Interview.

BILLY SQUIER
It's more than the beat.
It's the emotion in motion.
Billy Squier. Exclusively
on The Source. Get a-,
glimpse of the private life
of one of today's hottest
rockers. Plus music.
"The Stroke,""ln The Dark,"
"Emotions In Motion."
And more. Tune in. On

FM 104
WJSY
Upcoming: Police, Ted Nugent, Crosby, Stills and Nash.

VALLEY
HERITAGE
Harrisonburg

101 Grace St.
Between
JMU & HHS

V* Block W. Campus
8 • 5 Dally
Till 6 Fit

%

SWEATER SPECIALS
3 ■ DAYS ONLY
Thurs., Sept. 30 ■ Sat., Oct. 2

Midway Market
m Warsaw Avo.
(From JMU'a South Main St Entrance,
Go 1 Block W—t of JMopUgM—oa) ajght)
^T

Thursday - Sunday

BEER
$4.49
Budweiser12pak
$2.09
Busch bottles
$1.99
cans
$3,19
Moosehead
Molsons(aie,
$3.09
beer, and golden
$2.89
O'Keefe 6 pks.
$2.69
Michelob
Old Mill 12 pk.
(reg. & light)
$3.99
Schmidts or
OTHER
$1.59
Wiedemann
Coke 6/ 16oz. btls. $1,99
$4.29
Stroh's 12 pks.
A&W Rootbeer
$4.79
$1.99 Lite 12 pks.
6/16 oz btls
$1.89
Chips 1 lb.
Cheese curls % lb. $1.39
89
Chips 8 oz.
BAR BOTTLES (24)
Cigarettes (reg.) $8.99
$5.39 Bud
carton
$5.99
$5 59 National Boh.
100's
$1.29 Stroh's 16 oz.
Coke 2 liter
$8.99
.69
"Boomers"
Ice Small
Large .
.99 Busch
$8.09
434-7948
Open Nightly Till 12 Midnight
KEGS
$15.95
Old Mill V* keg
Old Mill Vz keg
$25.95
$28.95
Busch Vz keg
$20.95
Bud Vi keg
(Ice - Buy one - get one
FREE
With V* Kegs)
Stroh's Va keg
$27.95
Bud Light Vz keg
$31.95
(Ice- Buy Two get Two
FREE
With % Kegs)

Fine Arts Series Presents

f^&oneys
Charbroiled
A boneless breast of chicken charbroiled Shoney's own
special way.so it's incredibly tender.
We cover it with your choice of Shoney's own barbeque
or sweet n'sour sauce. Or no sauce at all.
Served with grecian bread, fries (baked potato available
after 5PM), and all the hot homemade soup and garden fresh
salad you care to eat

Featuring Shoney's own
Tomato Vegetable Soup
Always a favorite! A tangy
tomato base chock full of
tasty vegetables.

DinnerlaUe

Located on 33 East just before Valley Mall

Monday, Oct. 11 8 p.m. Wilson Hall
Ticket Information: 433-6472

Outclassed JMU
loses to UVa 24)
By DANNY FINNEGAN
There is a simple explanation for
the JMU soccer team's 2-0 loss to the
University of Virginia Wednesday
afternoon in Charlottesville. '*.
UVa was simply too good. The
Cavaliers, 8-0 and ranked fourth in
the nation, controlled the game from
the start with their precision passing
and constant movement on offense.
It didn't take long for the
Cavaliers to pove their superiority.
Ten minutes into the game, UVa
freshman striker Jeff Gaffney took a
pass from Keith Meyer and scored to
give UVa a 1-0 lead.
Gaffney, who leads UVa in scoring with nine goals in eight games,
got his second goal 11 minutes later.
Rob Steward and Gaffney worked
a beautiful play for the second goal.
Steward took the ball almost to the
JMU goal line, drawing JMU keeper
Eric Erdman and the defense to him.
Steward then passed back to an
open Gaffney, and he put the ball in
the far corner of the net for the last
goal of the game.
"They're very tough. We knew
they were a fine team and they proved that to us today," said JMU
(1-2-1) coach Bob Vanderwarker.
"I thought we played well except
for letting Gaffney get free a couple

of times. He's a great striker and if
he gets free, he'll score."
But Vanderwarker said that he did
expect to keep the high-powered
UVa scoreless, anyway. He figure
they would score a couple of goals.
"We didn't use the counterattack
we had worked on all week, that was
our biggest problem. We had planned to cross the ball long.
"We didn't push up enough
because we were defending so much
that we became a little leary."
In other words, the UVa offense
was so strong that it kept the JMU
offense from getting untracked. For
the game, UVa outshot the Dukes
28-6.
. ■<•
If it waWt for^he ifaay of Jim
Millervwho had sixWes in the second half and drew the praise of
Vanderwarker, and some near
misses by the Cavaliers, the game
might have been a blowout.
"I thought Miller did a very good
job in the second half and I thought
Eric played well in the first half.
Jimmy prpved he is a good keeper
today."
Vanderwarker,also praised the
play of midfielder George Ackerman
and' striker Jeff Brown, the two
players who provided most of what
little offense JMU generated.
George Ackerman battles UVa defender (Photo by Yo Nagaya)

Rugby: It's more than just another sport
By DAN WALLACE
Rugby. Weird Ungoj weird rules and, as they
freely admit, weird players.
"There are some strange people out in the
field. You know, the kind of person who gets
his kicks by just letting loose," said one rugger.
"We're not your average-type athlete,"
Stuart Prisk, a member of the JMU rugby club,
said. "We play hard and then we party hard."
Partying. It's an essential part of any rugby
match.
And this weekend figures to be the biggest
party the Dukes will have when they travel to
Richmond for the Ed Lee Cup.
"If we don't score on the field we'll score off
the field," said JMU's Mark Schuette.
Not only is the Ed Lee Cup the biggest party
of the year, but it is also the most important
tournament of the year. .
The Lee Cup is basically the state champion-'
ship. Virginia Tech has won the championship
the last two years, but the JMU club feels 1982
may be their year.
"Tech is still definitely the team to beat
because they have a larger school and they've
played longer," club president Scott Stephens
said.
"But we lost only two starters from last
year's team (which was runner-up to Tech in the
Lee Cup) and everyone has been playing
-together for two or three years now. This is the

best team we've ever fielded.
"Everything is on the line this weekend. Our
goal has been to win this tournament and gain
national recognition."
An invitation to the East Coast Championships will be awarded to the winner of this
week's tournament.
The way the JMU club has played so far this
year, winning both its matches easily, they

should have a fair chance at winning th tourney.
The rugby club opened with a 30-6 win over
the Potomac Rugby Club two weeks ago.
Last weekend, behind the play of Rick
Stockhausen and Duffy Finnerty, they whipped
the United Rugby Club of Virginia 42-4.
Before Saturday's match-, some of the United
players said JMU has earned the reputation as
being hard hitters.
"We played JMU last year in the Lee Cup,"
one member of United said. "That was some
heavy action — they really hit hard."
And the JMU club hit hard again Satruday.
Five minutes into the match, a United player
was taken to Rockingham County Memorial
Hospital with a seperated shoulder.
The sport is so physical that a big tournament
like the Lee Cup most be scheduled towards the
beginning of the season.
Rugby definitely is not a sport for the
squeamish. Blood is as common a sight during
the match as naked rugby players are afterwardAfter the game is where the partying begins in
earnest with assorted classic Rugby songs, and
such innocent Rugby pranks as Elephant walks.
This is where the fans become so important
as Stephens explained. "We have a lot of loyal
ruggers who come out and cheer us on during
the game and help the drink beer later."
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12th-ranked Dukes face Davidson Saturday
By STEVE LOCKARD
Attitude. Consistency. Confidence. Momentum.
If you hang around sports long
enough, you'll hear those terms used
over and over.
Two coaches that can tell you exactly how important those ingredients are to a successful football
team are JMU's Challace McMillin
and Davidson College's Ed Farrell.
When JMU meets Davidson this
Saturday at 1:30 p.m. in Davidson,
N.C., those in attendance will see
one team that currently has those
elements on its side and another
team that is desperately in search of
them.
First there are the JMU Dukes,
currently ranked 12th in the NCAA
Division I-AA poll and winners of
their last three games. The momentum is definitly there.
On the flip side are the Wildcats,
losers of two of their first three
games and according to Farrell, a
"struggling" football team.
"We haven't played very well this
year," Farrell said. "We can't seem
to put it together. We are really lacking consistency."
The Wildcats opened the 1982
season by losing to Wofford College
54-0. They then rebounded to defeat
Georgetown (Ky.) College 33-21, but.
they were upended by Newberry College Saturday 8-7.
According to Farrell, Davidson is
improving, but not fast enough.

"I think we corrected some things
last week. We have made some progress but it has been slow. With the
meat of our schedule' coming up, we
must find some way to progress
faster."
Against Newberry, Farrell felt the
defense did most of the improving.
The Wildcats held Newberry to 154
yards total offense and allowed only
two first downs, in the first half.
Newberry's only score came off,
the Davidson offense. With less than
four minutes left in the game and the
Wildcats leading 7-0, a Newberry
defensive end intercepted a batted
pass and ran 35 yards for a
touchdown. A two-point conversion
gave Newberry an 8-7 victory.
The Davidson offense is led by
junior quarterback Keith Martin,
and according to Farrell, its objective is balance.
"Our whole .approach is balance.
Keith Martin hasn't performed as
well as we think he is capable of. He
has to play a significant role for us to
do well."
On defense, the Wildcats emphasize speed rather than size.
"We give away size all the time,"
Farrell said. "We are very quick
though and we stress that a great
deal."
The last time JMU and Davidson
meet on the football field was in
1976 when the Dukes won 17-12.
Although Farrell feels his team has
improved since then, he is amazed at

JMU's progress.
"When we played them in 1976
they were a solid Division III team
and we knew their program was
blossoming," Farrell said.
"Going into this season we knew
they would be good but we certainly
expect them to be this strong. They
have come a long way."
Will playing against the
nationally-ranked Dukes give his
team more incentive to win?
"At this stage of the game, it
dosen't matter who we play. We just
need to win. When you are struggling like we are, you don't need any
extra motivation."
One person who can sympathize
with Farrell's position is McMillin.
Last season at this time, the Dukes
were 1-3 in route to a dismal 3-8
finish. Now JMU is 3-1 and nationally ranked. Why the big turnaround?

"Confidence," McMillin. "We
are a lot more confident this year
and the kids seem to be enjoying the
season more. Last season we had a
good attitude but this year we know
we can win."
Another added dimension for the
Dukes is depth. The perfect example
is at the quarterback position. '
Going into the season, junior
Tommy Bowles was the team's only
experienced quarterback. Now four
games into the year, sophomore Jon
Roddy (who filled in for Bowles
when he was hurt against Appalachin State University) is the
Dukes' starter and a healthy Bowles
is behind him, giving the team two
experienced and competent players.
"It's very nice to have two players
the quality of Tommy and John,"
McMillin said. "They both have a
good attitude and know how to handle the situation.

Volleyball team defeats EMC
By JOHN CASTALDI
Karen Halligen served IS
unanswered points to lead the JMU
women's volleyball to a 15-0 win in
the final match of a best-of-five
series with Eastern Menonite College
Tuesday.
The win raised JMU's record to
7-5.
The Dukes won the first game
15-7, but EMC battled back, taking

advantage of four poor Duke serves,
to win the second game 15-9.
Valerie Martel, Sheila Chittams
and Chris Johnson, a freshman starting her first game, used their
superior height, quickness and jumping ability to control the final two
games 15-3, 15-0.
In the JV game, JMU beat EMC
three games to two (15-9, 9rl5,
11-15, 15-12 and 17-15).

SHEMflDOAH VALLEY
RfKOUCT CLUB, IOC

Aerobic / Conditioning Program
Student Rates
8 classes per month
$12.00
12 classes per month
$20.00
24 classes per month
$30.00
individual
$2.50
M-Th 7:00-8:00 p.m.
F 5:30-6:30 p.m.
Sat 10:00-11:00 a.m.

CalkSVRC- 434-5683 (LOVE)
Arlene Davis- 433-3513

RECORD FAIR
Saturday, Oct. 9 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 10 12 Noon-5 p.m.
Green Valley Auction Barn- 2 miles east of Mt. Crawford. 1-81 Exit
61- turn east on Rt. 682-1 mile to Road 681- signs posted. Over
10,000 records (LP's, 45's, 78's, and Tapes). All Categories of
music and entertainment. Rock, pop, soul, country, classical,
jazz, religious, Christmas, soundtracks, etc. Many hard to find
and not so hard to find. Rock and pop LP's starting at $1.00 each.
We have bought a good lot of rock LP's and older rock 45's for
this fair, along with a selection of import 45's (most $2 or
less) and import Beatles EP's ($4 each). We have also bought a
good collection of classical and easy listening. So for good
music at great prices, don't miss the Record Fair. Bring along
any records (in good condition) you no longer play. We buy and
trade. For more information, call 434-4260. Book Fair starts
Oct.23 and 24.
Bev & Jeff Evans-owners

SCHUTZ STOUT MALT LKHJOR.
WmSAYBORSAYWUU!
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Heilman 's five goals good for two JMU wins
By STEVE NORTH
Sarah Heilman scored five goals
to lead the JMU women's field
hockey to two wins this week.
Heilman scored three goals Monday as JMU defeated Bridgewater
College 5-1.
Wednesday, Heilman had two
goals to lead JMU to their first-ever
regular season win over the College
of William and Mary, 2-1.
The two home wins gives the
Dukes to 4-2..
"It's about time," McDonough
said in reference to the fact *hat the
Dukes' coach had never gotten a
regular season win over William and

Mary.
It appeared McDonough might
not get her long awaited victory as
the Dukes had trouble getting their
offense untracked in the first half.
William arid Mary's Karen Throne
gave the Indians a 1-0 lead when she
scored at the 17:30 mark of the first
half.
JMU goalkeeper freshman Gina
Kuta had a busy first half as the Indians took 16 shots on goal. Kuta
was credited with six saves in the
first half.
The Dukes were only able to get
one shot on goal in the first half.
At halftime, McDonough stressed

to the Dukes that they had to go and
take the play to William and Mary.
And the Dukes did just that.
At the 3:49 mark of the second
half, Heilman knotted the at 1-1 on
an assist from Cheryl Kenyon and
Joyce Metcalf.
Almost 10 minutes later, Heilman
puts the Dukes ahead for good when
she scored on an assist from Terry
Trader, making the score 2-1.
Heilman's five goals are the most
on the team.
The Dukes out shot the Indians
9-7 in the second half as they did a
much better job of applying pressure
on William and Mary.

Though pleased with the victory,
McDonough is still looking for the
consistency she spoke of during the
pre-season.
"We have yet to play a total game
this year. We usually play only one
good half (each ganje). We'll need to
be more consistent yi the next two
weeks to do well against our
schedule."
This weekend the Dukes will participate in the Ithaca College Invitational in New York.
JMU's next home game is Oct. 7
against the University of North
Carolina at Madison Stadium.

NAME
P.O. BOX
UNIVERSITY
PROGRAM
B04RD

TITLE OF ACT
PROPS NEEDED

On Wednesday, Oct. 20, the UPB will present
the Seventh Annual JMU Homecoming Revue.
Three $100 prizes will be awarded. If you are in*
terested, fill out this application and send it to
Doug Huston, c/o UPB, Box L-35 by Wednesday, October 6.

DANCING
In the Court Room
No Cover Charge
Wed. --Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.
9 P.M. - 2 A.M.
Proper Attire' Required

*.

Saturday, October 2
11:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
South Ballroom
of Warren University Union

Z PtvfvM IHM St., «*W*B#4NNtrfl

Oaaa Ttwnaay —< Friday HlaHi lift ■.«.
OfM Oatf 11 A.M. tol:M ».M.
Martar Chaff* aral VIM

Get Ready For Winter

OPEN: M0N-SUN 4:30-12:00 MIDNIGHT

RESERVATIONS SUGGESTED

DESCRIPTION OF ACT

Ike Body Sltgb

A QUIET, SOPHISTICATED,
INTIMATE LOUNGE FEATURING
PIANO BAR-OPEN TO THOSE
PROPERLY ATTIRED

433-9457

NO. OF PARTICIPANTS

Thousands of Records and More
Admission $1.00

mmw
51 COURT SQUARE

PH. NUMBER

®

up:

With
Flannel, Corduroy, Wool, and Lined
Men's Shirts by Levl/Wrangler/Campus
rt

ON THE

SQUARE

Wide Whale Corduroy by Wrangler
Straight Leg or Boot-Cut
j*
Lay-Aways Welcome
Open Daily at 10

Thurs. and F?i. Nights Till 9

.

-
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Classified ads
Classified ads In The Breeze cost $1 for
up to 10 words, $2 for 11 to 20 words, $3
for 21 to 30 words, and so on. Advance
payment Is needed.
Deadlines are noon Friday for
Monday's Issue and noon Tuesday for
Thursday's Issue. Ads may be mailed to
The Breeze, communication arts department, Harrisonburg VA 22807, or may be
delivered to The Breeze office in the
basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall, at
Grace and South Main streets.
Categories Include personals, for sale,
for rent, help wanted, services, wanted,
lost, and found,
______^_

by Garry Trudeau

Doonesbury
XMXBWCOMBS

M.HAMS.fcBEm
LOOHN&OV&YOUK
ACM&KTMNSCR1PZ

AwiteBeeNmm

TOfWimMKrUKXP
TOKS&lBeYOUR.

TO MlNP,0FC0URSe. HOW ABOUT
'DISASTROUS" AISO WWW?
SU66&BI75SU1, OkPWWS

A$wes*cm- imww?
smcmcs

PUOW.'OOUXIFUL"

ammmsas

■msfWTOFyouz
necmAwmocouw

mo
weep*

AND YBT,
wte
XW&NOPHC FIXATW6.
STAYS Uim
PUT IT
MB..
ASIPZF0K
I
AMJHIL5.

For Rent
Harris Gardens Apt. Students welcome. 1
and 2 bedrooms start at $222 per month.
All utilities Included. 1 year leases. Contact: Bob Rivera, 9-5 Mon.Frl, 434-6569.
Female roommates wanted to share
large house 3 blocks from campus. Rent
now and get September for free.
Reasonable rent, utilities Included. Call
896-1500, after 6:00 call 433-1013.
Faculty: 6 rooms, bath and a half, near
college. Oct 1st possession. 434-6623 or
4346729.
Room: $95 a month. 275 Old South High,
Vi mile from campus. Call Chuck or John
at 433-2825.
Share house with other JMU students.
Drop by after 2:00, 339 W. Bruce St.

For Sale

USBH.MKB.IHAVSAN

HBY/Hes
BACK! HOW
PIPIT
60?

PONT
ASK.

I

Elan Skis: Solomon 626 bindings with
brakes. Will adjust to boot and weight
size. 160 thru 190 cm available. Call
896-3108 after 4:00. Ask for Steve.

im.iersBzmmye
miswR Office, AW TAM\PERWm0iJR.REC0M5W
MAKBOURS£lVB$\
JUN/0RSA6AIN.

THAT
BAR
HUH?

I

IWPSZ.W GUY ACTUALLY YOUBeTTBR
1F1£PT0GIV£M£AJDP. ■SIT DOWN.
IFIHAPNTPUTPOWN
WLOOK
AFAK£HAM£,I'PW
AUTTLS
mpum FIGHT NOUJI
SHOOK UP.

Y0UTOLPM3
TH&ewemi'T
ANY JOBS, MIKE.
WUEPTDMe!

Housing Contracts: Two female housing
contracts available immediately. Call
Sandy or Lorl 433-3961 anytime.
Small refrigerator, $75! 10 speed bicycle,
$35. 433-3535.
Channel Master AM-FM 4-dimensional
play/ rec stereo, make offer. 434-3031,
Patty.
1977 Pontlac Grand Prix. Silver / Gray,
52,000 miles, one owner, excellent condition. $4395. Call between 5-7, 433-8202.

Morbid Comics

by Dave McConnell and Scott McClelland

Dinette set — 6 chairs, like new. $40. Call
4338202 between 5-7.

Lost
A •mall Italian gold medal. Inscription in
Latin — Figure of Our Lady. Given to me
by a very special person before she died.
Please help. Joe 433-5186.

.Roommate
Female roommate wanted for luxury:
Madison Square- townhouae. Fully furnished, washer/dryer, dishwasher, cable
TV, etc. Call 896-1500, after 5:00 call
433-1013.

Services
■'■■'■'"

Avon needs representatives! If you're interested in selling call Debbie 433-7297.
Typing Service — 19 years experience.
.90/page. Mrs. Price, 8799935.
Abortion — outpatient services, birth
control and options counseling. Strictly
confidential. Hagerstown Reproductive
Health Services — a clinic for women.
Conveniently located near 1-81 In
Hagerstown, MD. For information or appointment call collect (301) 733-2400.

Personals
.

Marie — Happy Birthday! Have a FANTASTIC time this weekend — live it up!
Love from your buddies: Jill, Martha, and
Betsy.

'

-

■■*—

■

To my future alcoholic: Happy 21st, big
guy. Stay away fro'm Jalepeno jars and
girls with strange RR tressel phobias and
you'll be OK. Dinner next week (Wed?),
don't forget! Have a great time on your
"off" weekend. Love-ya, Chlco.
JMU Football Seniors: Congratulations
on a fantastic beginning .to the '82
season. Thank you so much for your
thoughtfulness. The roses were
beautiful. Good luck Saturday!Karon.
To new Phi Mu pledges — Congratulations! You'"e joined the Best!
Margaret: You are a riice person and very
pretty too.
Williamson's 1:40 Transportation class:
Become united — you'll love the
benefits! Watch for further details.

Happy 18th Birthday Katie Aden — JQ's,
JR's, JWs? Whatever, here you come.
Hope they serve apples and Tab! You
love'the room, but I love you — roommate, buddy, friend. C.

Howard — I still love you after four months and It's only the beginning.

To all available girls: Get you, chance to
dine with one of Madison's finest! Come
to the Cleveland dating game. Names
and details in Tuesday's Breeze.

Roomie: Best of luck with theLSAT's this
weekend at W & L. I know you have it in
you to get that 41!

Tony, James, John, It was nice waking up
to you and your hot breakfast — Wahoo
Wah! VMI means breakfast in bed....on
us! The Wild Women of P-House.
The Space Sharks, JMU's premier rock-nroll band have returned. Live at JM's, October 2 at 9:30. Admission $1.00.
Norm, where are you going Friday afternoon?

Mothergooee and Weenie: Happy 21st
birthday, you wild things. Maggie.

No waves like new wave. It sou WA* tt»
Talking Heads, Clash, X, Go-Go's, B-52's,
Joy Division, Pretenders, etc. and know
anyone else who does....come on over to
23-C Shank 1 Apartments Friday October
1. BYOB around 9:30 p.m. and let's "Party
Out of Bounds!"
TKE — You guys are so much fun to party with! This weekend should be wild.
Thanx for showing the girls \riEagle what
partying is all about. Future 'Lll Sisters.

Clro'a Pizzeria: 778 E. Market St. Fall
Special — 50* off on the sub of your
choice. 434-5375.

To my plugs — What I like about you (all):
You really know how to play. Much success always. Barb

Men! Women! Jobs on Ships! American.
Foreign. No experience required. Excellent pay. Worldwide travel. Summer
job or career. Send $3.00 fdr information.
SEAFAX, Dept. F-17, Bdx 2049, Port
Angeles, Washington, 96302.

Thank you to all the fans who have sup
ported us this year, especially the ones
who welcomed us home from Charlottesville. Challace McMlllln

Happy 3 month anniversary, Oscar
Brooks. I love you. Sandy.
Swoope, Teas, Bean, Howie, Elolse
Erotica, John(ny Can't Read), Janlclne,
Tool and Val — Thanka for making the
20th celebration s'wonderful. Blanche,
you light up my brocade. Grandly, Chuck

CFL — Are you psyched for "the locker
room Invasion"? ("I Love A Man In
Uniform"!) But If Heart asks me to Join
the band Sunday, I may not be back In
time to shoot either us or James Watt.
One of these days one of my fantasies is
going to come true... JKH

Saturday, October 2
11:00 a.m. - 5 p.m-.
South Ballroom of Warren University Union

Thousands of Records and More!
Admission $1.00
Clip & Save

Time: Thursdays
from 7:30 -10:00 p.m.
Price: $2.25
Skate\Rental: 75«

STEAKIIOUSE
10% Discount To All JMU Students Upon
Presentation Of Valid JMU I.D. Card
Highway 33 East

Near Valley Mall

434-5775

Gitchell's Studio
"In by 10, out by 3"

Let Us Lend
A Helping Hand

Come Roll With Us

F um 11y

5-hour photo finishing for 110, 126, and 135 films

Something New At Skatetown
Adult Night

aWcsfcrn Steer

"You can't have any pudding If you don't
eat your meat!" — Mr. Pink Floyd

AXP
RECORD CONVENTION

Ages 16 & Older

SUNDAY NIGHT IS JMU NIGHT AT

Adult Class: Thursday
Time: .6 - 7 p.m.
Price: $2.50
(Includes evening session)

25% Discount
to JMU students on all
photographic equipment
79 K. Market St., Harrisonburg
434-5314

Effective October 7,1982.

MITES YOU BACKTO CAMPUS IN STYU

Whether it's enjoying
the last days of
summer sun or
preparing to
make a big
impression on
campus this fall,
Merona has it all.
Like this carefree
100% cotton
fleece shirt with big
kangaroo pouch pockets
in Cream, Navy, Slate Blue
and Green. Matching draw
string slacks available.

I

ftHC^YaMVfc

JOHN

D.

BLAND CO.. INC.

I «0| 8T. 11 NORTH. P.O. BOX 880 • VCRONA. VIRGINIA 24482
H ■-« PHONE (703) 248-8131

Budweiser. MOELOB. Jffit, BUSCH. ^^

BELLS
Valley Mall Shopping Center Harrisonburg, Va.

•**
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Viewpoint-

•^

An option?

Lottery
"We know we're going to have a negative reaction to it (lottery) at first. You always do with
something new, but we don't have a better idea.
I'm always open to suggestions." — Dkk Besnier,
director of the Convocation Center
"The SGA provides an excellent way to serve
your community and voice your ideas, suggestions
and complaints.. . .We are here to represent you,
it is your SGA — make it your best year ever! —
Letter to the editor in The Breeze from the SGA
Executive Council

.

t*.

"And if you believe that, I have some valuable
alligator farming grounds in southern Florida I'll
let you have at a steal!" We're still waiting for a rejoinder of this sort from both Besnier and the SGA
Executive Council.
Not that we don't believe they want to give the
average student a voice in matters of concern; it's
simply that all we have to base their statements on
are their actions. So far, those actions point more
toward handing students a muzzle rather than a
microphone.
Besnier spoke to the SGA Senate Tuesday night
about the planned basketball ticket lottery. These
meetings are open to the public and we saw this as
an excellent opportunity for some of the complaints and suggestions students have to be aired. It
was a chance for Besnier to listen to those suggestions, a chance for the SGA to show their commitment to the student voice, and a chance for us all to
know what the bottom line is.
We learned nothing.
After giving a short speech, Besnier requested,
and the SGA agreed, to conduct a question-andanswer session "off the record." From a journalistic standpoint, that means we can't tell you
what occurred. If Besnier and the SGA want
students to get involved, offer suggestions, and
practice our rights, why did they hold the meeting
in virtual secrecy?
A more important point is that a public meeting
cannot be off the record — it would no longer be
public. The Virginia Freedom of Information Act
specifies certain things which a governing group
can do in private. Among those are the hiring and
firing of personnel, real estate negotiations, and
other sensitive topics — how to distribute Dukes'
basketball tickets doesn't quite qualify.
The Breeze takes partial responsibility for the
situation. A reporter was at the meeting but did not
inform the SGA and Besnier of. the law. The
Washington Post's policy statement reads, "In a
public meeting or gathering . . . any attempt by a
speaker to put remarks off the record may be
disregarded." This policy will be followed by our
reporters in the future.
If Besnier and the SGA are concerned with student input, we would like to see some evidence. For
instance, Besnier might agree to accept student suggestions for a limited period, and then present his
judgment on them to the SGA in a public meeting.
If Besnier and the SGA are not interested in
making decisions in the-open, we request they stop
confusing students with statements like the ones at
the top of this editorial.
The editorial above Is the opinion of The Breeze's
editor, Chris Kouba; managing editor, Jill Howard; and
editorial editor, Greg Henderson. It is written by the
editorial editor.
Opinions In Viewpoint and Readers' Forum are those
of their authors and not necessarily those of the
students, faculty or staff of James Madison University.
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James Madison

Facts on our founding father
By GEOFF WOLFE
Two weeks ago James Madison University beat
the University- of Virginia in football. In a stirring
display of school pride three-fourths of us went out
Saturday night and got smashed. During myper:
sonal bender I began thinking about James
Madison — the man. Everybody knows who
Thomas Jefferson was, but how many of us know
much about James Madison?
Our football victory convinced me that the time
is right for- all of us, students and faculty alike, to
learn just who this guy James Madison was and
where he was coming from. After a lot of digging I
compiled a list of little- known facts that I hope
-will make James Madison a much more personal
figure for all of us.
- When James was a small boy he chopped
down a cherry tree with a hatchet. Unlike George
Washington, little Jimmy lied through his teeth
about it and blamed the incident on his two-yearold baby sister.
- James came from a long line of political activists. His grandfather, Oscar Madison, once led a
peasant revolt in England and was well known for
his impassioned rallying cry of "Serfs Up." »
- James and his wife Dolly never had any
children because of his own misinterpretation of
the Non-Intercourse Act which Congress passed
just after he was elected president.
- Madison personally hated "The Star Spangled
Banner", which was written during his administration. He once said, "If I ever see that guy Francis
Scott Key I'll burst his nose." (Madison was in fact
a small, frail man and most historians agree that if

the two had actually ever fought Key would have
punched Madison's lights out.)
- Madison had a weak speaking voice which
resulted in most of his cabinet meetings being'
punctuated by repeated cries of, "What was that?"
"Louder," and "What the hell are you talking
about Madison?"
- Madison was a reformed alcoholic. He jumped
on the wagon after waking up one morning to
discover he had sold the entire Missouri Territory
to a traveling patent-medicine salesman for a bottle
of "Dr. Ferrebee's Wonder Elixir and Hair
Tonic," and a quart of Muscatel.
--James and Dolly quarreled frequently and
Dolly often made light of James' weak physique by
yelling, "I should have married- a Federalist,
they're real men."
- Madison once considered ending the War of
1812 by arm wrestling the British Prime Minister.
For weeks before the Treaty of Ghent he would approach members of Congress, flex his arm and say,
"Feel that."
- Madison, a constant practical joker, once had
all maps of the United States redrawn to omit
^Jprth and Sovafe Ca?t&*>a, "}aC» see >? anybody
would notice."
- After Thomas Jefferson died Madison became
president of UVA, but was fired by the Board of
Regents when it was discovered he had called a first
year student a "freshman," and had even referred
to the grounds as "the campus."
Geoff Wolfe is a senior majoring in English and
anthropology.
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""Readers' Foru
Letter convicted Israel without all the facts
To the editor:
In regard to the letter by
Mr. David Harvey on Israel,
and overall coverage in The
Breeze, I would like to contribute my opinion and put
forward some facts.
Nothing can justify or excuse the appalling slaughter
of Palestinians in Lebanon.
Whoever is responsible must
be speedily identified and
punished with the utmost
severity. That must also apply to anyone who knowingly turned a blind eye on
these outrages.
Mr. Harvey considers
Israel wholly responsible
since, "the Israeli-backed
Christian militias . . . were
seen chatting casually with
Israeli soldiers only hours
after-the slaughter."
The fact is that the Israelis
hold some responsibility
since they were the de facto
caretakers of the camps. But
there has been no evidence
so far that they did more
than allow the Lebanese
Christian militia to enter the
camps, to round up the remaining terrorists and collect their weapons.

It appears that the militia
went out of control and that
the Israeli commanders, as
soon as they became aware
of what was happening,
went in and stopped any further horror.
In time more accurate information will become
available. For the moment,
before we rush to condemn
the Israelis, (as Mr. Harvey
does), perhaps objective
people could bear these
things in mind:
First, this is unfortunately
only the latest in a series of
atrocities in this unhappy
part of the world. The
greatest of these were
perpetrated by Arab upon
Arab. Between 1975 and
1981, the Palestine Liberation Organization's invasion
of Lebanon led to the deaths
of no fewer than 90,000 people. This bloodshed incidentally, was never referred to
in the world's press as
genocide and barely attracted the attention of
either, the United Nations or
the rest of the world.
Second, in regard to "the
warmongering
Begin

'Awareness' misleading
To the editor:
Once again the victim is being held responsible for
the crime. According to the Sept. 20 editorial,
"Awareness," we need to recognize our vulnerability
to rape. What woman living in contemporary
America — reading books, magazines or newspapers,
going to a movie — can remain unaware? Rape is our
national sport. It is de facto control" of women and
The Breeze is playing along.
Keeping women in fear and dependent on one set of
males, "the good boys," for protection from another
set of males, "the bad,boys," is what rape is about.
Rape is about keeping women in their place, afraid
and dependent: Women are taught fear and then controlled by it.
Rape involves not just the "darker side of society,"
but all men and all women. If "every woman at JMU
is a potential rape victim," it is also true that every
man at JMU is a potential rapist.
"We should never take unnecessary chances," such
as leading independent lives, coming and going by
choice, sitting quietly in our own rooms and other
outrageous activities. No, we must depend on locks
and "good boy" protectors.
Caging women and letting rapists roam free is no
answer. Women do not rape. Men rape. To eliminate
rape at JMU why not a curfew on men? All men who
are M-rlousfy concerned witn me rights and safety of
women will comply. We will know who our friends
are — they will honor the curfew. What about men
who need to go to the library at night? Let them call
an escort service. Any man not accompanied by a
registered woman escort will be identified easily as a
rapist.
Rebecca H. Reeve

»

government." Whatever the
long-term views of some
Israelis, such as Mr. Begin
and members of his cabinet,

a PLO state with the power
to destroy them in minutes is
forced upon them on the
West Bank.

about the future of a Palestinian state.the fact is that the
Israeli people want nothing
so much as peace. To Begin,
peace with Egypt was so
vital that he was prepared to
surrender airfields and
oilfields.

Third, we may perhaps
forget that the Israeli army
is not a professional fighting
force, grown callous
through its sheer professionalism. It is an army of
civilians in uniform — ordinary people who want
nothing so much as peace.
Traditionally, this army has
done whatever it could to
limit bloodshed,even at the
cost of its own men's lives,
as some episodes in the
Lebanese war have revealed.
In regard to his statement
about American-Israeli ties,

Israel went to war in
Lebanon because a PLO
state* on their northern
borders — sworn by covenant to destroy them and
armed to the teeth with
sophisticated Russian
weapons — was a threat to
peace. They will go to war if

I would like to remind Mr.
Harvey' that Israel is the
single democracy in the Middle East that subscribes
everyday to the democratic
process and principles on
which the American republic
is based.
Much bloodshed might
have been avoided if the
PLO had only been able to
come out unequivocally with
a peace platform. The PLO,
too, bears a considerable
share of responsibility for
the successive catastrophies
which have engulfed not only the Palestinians but
almost all those with whom
they come into contact.
Samouil LaKoua
Foreign Student at JMU

Bell Hall bathrooms unkempt;
residents demand maid service
To the editor:
As residents of Bell Hall,
we wish to register a complaint concerning the
housekeeping policy in our
dorm.
What is wrong with the
housekeeping? There is
none. Living in the newest
campus dormitory in the
state, it is hard to believe
that the James Madison
University administration
has not shown concern
about the upkeep and living
conditions here.
In Bell Hall, wing
bathrooms are shared by up
to 28 residents. With various
lifestyles and schedules, it
has become increasingly difficult to maintain sanitary
conditions
in . the

bathrooms. In Eagle and
Shorts halls, where wing
residents share a central
facility, JMU housekeeping
services are available to
maintain bathrooms. Why
not in Bell Hall?
. We are here to endeavor
in educational objectives,
not to perform custodial
duties. We are told that
Go v. Charles Robb has put
a freeze on the hiring of additional staff for state
universities. If this is the

case, why won't the university alternate housekeeping
services with Shorts and
Eagle halls or our neighboring village dorms?
We want this inconsistent
policy brought to the attention of the campus and personnel in the positions to bring about a much-needed
change.
DawnGoode
Theresa Ramsay ,
Marshall Hopkins
The letter was signed by 13
other Bell Hall residents.
Editor's note: James F.
Krivoski, director of
residence balls, said he was
aware of the complaints bat
would not comment farther.

s> FOUR STAR <?
!►
PIZZA
G>
*

fr

FAST FREE DELIVERY
IN 30 MINUTES OR LESS
OR STOP BY
AND YOUR PIZZA WILL BE READY IN 10 MINUTES

433-3776

425 N. Main St. - Harrisonburg, Va.
All Pizzas Include Our Special Blend Of Sauce And Cheese
13 Jasty Items To Choose From:

FOUR STAR
PIZZA

Pepperbtii
Sausage j
Mushrooms
Onions

Green Peppers Extra Cheese
Thick Crust
Olives
Ground Chuck Hot Peppers
Bacon
Anchovies
Ham
Cheese
$4.29
$6.08
1 item.
$4.98
$6.98
2 items
$5.75
$7.95
3 items ,$6.52 ...$8.92
'4 items.......$7.29
$9.89
5 items.......$8.06
$10.86

Deluxe

5 items for the price of four.
12"....,
$7.29
16"
$9.89
PEPPERONI SAUSAGE MUSHROOMS
ONIONS & GREEN PEPPERS
(Only)

Prices do not include sales tax.
We reserve the right to limit our delivery area.

16 OZ CUP OF COLA 50*

FO U R 5T A R is a nutritionally well rounded meal prepared with fresh items from each
of tne four Dasic fo
PIZZA
°d groups; bread, dairy, vegetables and meats.
-Coupon

* * * *

, ,

$1

AND 4 FREE
16X)Z. CUPS OF...

00
Off

-

ON ANY PURCHASE
OF A 16" PIZZA

One Coupon Per Pizza
MM Total Savings)

425. N. Main St Harrlionburg. Va.

We reserve the right"to limit our
delivery area

Coupon

Coupon
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* * * *
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Off

■
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* * * •

-Coupon •

50

AND 4 FREE
16 OZ. CUPS OF...

AND 2 FREE
16 OZ. CUPS OF...

ON ANY PURCHASE
OF A 16" PIZZA

ON ANY PURCHASE
OP A 12" PIZZA

One Coupon Per Pizza

t
Off

We reserve the right to limit our
delivery area.

•

AND 2 FREE

50

One Coupon Per Pizza

(11.54 Total Savings)

iSi.M Total Savings)
Coupon Enpirss Nov 1. 1M2

<25 N Main St Harrlsonhmg Vi

We reserve the right to limit our
delivery area.

'Coupon*

t
Off

ON ANY PURCHASE
OF A 12" PIZZA

One Coupon Per Pizza

"-"saw •

425 N. Main Si Harnjonburg. Va.

* * * #

16 OZ. CUPS OF...

,m

(SUM Total Savlngi)
Coupon Exohoa Nov. 1. 1M2

Coupon

row sum

433-3776

425 N Main Si H»'nuno\>ig Va

We reserve the right to limn cur
delivery area

•Coupon'

